
COMPANY OVERVIEW
BioCatch is a leading provider of Behavioral Biometric, Authentication and 
Malware Detection solutions for mobile and web applications. Available as a 
cloud-based solution, BioCatch proactively collects and analyzes more than 
500 cognitive parameters to generate a unique user pro�le. Organizations 
use the platform to continuously authenticate users during their online 
sessions, protecting against cyber threats and fraudulent activity, such as 
account takeover and RAT-in-the-Browser (RitB). With less fraud and less user 
friction, organizations can feel con�dent that they are providing their customers 
with increased security and a positive user experience. 

AT A GLANCE

Founded in 2011

33 million online users

26 US patents; 4 granted

1 billion transactions 

per month

EXECUTIVE TEAM

Eyal Goldwerger, Chief Executive Of�cer

Avi Turgeman, Founder and Chief Technology Of�cer

Avishai Fishman, Chief Financial Of�cer

Uri Rivner, Co-Founder and Vice President of Cyber Strategy

Oren Kedem, Vice President of Product Management

Tal Moyal, Vice President of Research and Development

Richard Perry, Vice President of Sales, EMEA

Kevin Donovan, Vice President of Sales, Americas

Chilik Hochberg, Senior Director, Customer Success
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OUR SOLUTIONS

Behavioral Authentication
Our behavioral authentication platform helps organization protect their 
online customers by creating a behavioral signature for each genuine 
user, fraudster or a threat. This signature follows the user each time he 
logs-in and matches it with his existing signature in the data base.

Malware Detection
Our Malware detection capabilities can identify MitB, robotic activity, 
spoofing and Rat-in-the-Browser in real time by recognizing the unique 
characteristics of these different threat types. 

Fraudulent Activity
BioCatch’s E-commerce Fraud Detection identifies fraud typically 
missed by existing fraud detection controls. It spots suspicious behaviors 
consistent with fraud and criminal activity, including repeat fraudster 
access, data familiarity ‘mismatch’, account takeover practices, device 
and network spoofing , and inauthentic profile behavior.

MEDIA & ANALYST RELATIONS

Karine Regev
Director Corporate Marketing 
Tel: +972 543 505 300 
karine.regev@biocatch.com www.biocatch.com
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